Helping Students Succeed

For the past 5 years, Autoliv has contributed to the Michigan Technological University Scholarship Fund.

ITOxygen Enterprise Awarded Additional $10,000 Bonus Funding in Ford C3 Go Further Challenge

Michigan Tech’s ITOxygen Enterprise was one of just ten teams nationwide named as winners of the Ford College Community Challenge, sponsored by the Ford Motor Company Fund. The team was chosen to receive $25,000 in grant money to implement a project working with a local non-profit organization.

Learn about Michigan Tech’s autonomous vehicle technologies in unstructured environments “beyond the yellow lines” at the North American International Auto Show in Detroit, January 14th-21st.

Visit us in Booth UA-09
Do the Room Temp Melt: Physics of Soft Materials

Salt-doped block polymers and ionic liquids—it's a thermodynamic party. Better physics simulations crank up the possibilities for new composite materials.

Tech in Ten: Diversity in STEM Education

Michigan Tech's thought leaders glimpse into the University's future. Alumna Robin Johnson Cash reflects on why STEM needs more people with new and different ideas.
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